INTRODUCTION
We are witnessing an ever-increasing flux of doctors from Africa and other poor parts of the world to South Africa, from this part of the continent to more affluent countries and, within the subcontinent, from the public and academic sectors to private practice. Well discussed reasons for this flux include poor working conditions, very long hours at work, perceived lack of academic prospects and political and social instability. Much less discussed, but no less pertinent, is the issue of lifestyle and the standard of living a doctor expects. With economic decline, this issue is becoming increasingly acute. The focus of this article is the effect of this on doctors in poorer countries such as those of southern Africa who wish, for reasons of conscience or commitment to science and progress, to remain in the public and academic health sectors but are finding it increasingly difficult to do so. These doctors are of critical worth to the people of poorer countries. How might they face this decline in living standards? METHODS I have undertaken a character study of a fictional nineteenthcentury doctor, the creation of George Eliot in her novel Middlemarchl. Analysis of the internal and external forces influencing the interaction between his career and his lifestyle sheds light on his twentieth century descendants who, while not fictional, may soon be historical.
RESULTS
He was young. He had an enquiring mind. He had obtained one of the best medical trainings to be had. Tertius Lydgate had the makings of a rising star in the world of nineteenth century medicine when he settled in Middlemarch.
He had a concern for the health of the poor, a concern not uninfluenced by the interesting diseases they had. He gave of his skills regardless of their ability to pay. He was a leading light of the new Fever Hospital. He had a distrust of therapies which were not based on scientific reason and critically-examined experience. Dr Lydgate, though stem-ming from the ruling classes, had the mark of a medical radical. However, George Eliot tells us, 'he was not radical in relation to anything but medical reform and the prosecution of discovery'.
In the town and surrounding villages he made a name for himself with his diagnostic skills and effective remedies. He could count cottagers, tradespeople, business and landed gentry among those who praised and trusted his methods. Highly eligible himself by virtue of his profession, he married the most eligible and prettiest girl in Middlemarch. 'The rest of practical life he walked by hereditary habit...': he bought a house and furnished it in the style of the local professional and business people, those whom he, as a medical personage, and his beautiful wife would be meeting on the daily social round.
This was for the Lydgates a pleasingly satisfactory position to be in. He had a practice, great opportunities for clinical research to fulfil his enquiring, intellectual bent and a home life both genteel and comfortable with a gracious and talented helpmate. She had married a doctor with prospects and connections in society and had a household in keeping with her status and upbringing.
Soon, however, it became clear that the Lydgates' lifestyle and the type of medical practice he had chosen were uncomfortable bedfellows. Household running costs outstripped income and debts could not be honoured. Pressure mounted on Dr Lydgate, pressure that led to his spiritual ruin. At work . . . he was now prey to that worst irritation which arises not simply from annoyance but from the second consciousness underlying those annoyances, of wasted energy and a degrading preoccupation, which was the reverse of all his former purposes.
He could not concentrate on his work. At home, he was under attack for spending time working with indigent patients, for not concentrating on serving the wishes and whims of the richest in the town and for giving unpaid time to the hospital and research. This was an attack on his soul. His wife proved to be shallow but artfully determined and his attempts to simplify their lifestyle were undermined and frustrated or were met with reproachful expressions of injured innocence. He was forced to swallow his pride and borrow money from the bank but even this gave only temporary relief. Lydgate was plagued by 
DISCUSSION
Dr Lydgate expected to live reasonably comfortably and to rub shoulders with other professional and educated people. His modern counterpart in a developing country subliminally expects the same as a result either of upbringing or of undergraduate and postgraduate medical training (the latter often in a richer country). Contact with peers and friends in private practice and the fawnings and fetings of drug companies and financial institutions suggest certain expectations of the medical life. So the doctor is not ready when declining real income threatens this relative ease. Further pressure is added on the home front, though not usually in the exquisitely frustrating and torturing way experienced by Dr Lydgate. This applies especially to married male medical breadwinners who constitute the majority of doctors who find themselves in such a bind. Typically he will have married an educated wife whose friends and acquaintances occupy positions in the same bracket as his friends. The round of playgroups and schools allows for acres of conversation about household, child care and educational matters.
This couple soon finds that there is a dichotomy. Much of what is talked about and assumed in the social circle is not available to them when financial realities are faced. Conversations about the house, the holiday, entertainment, children's activities and so forth all emphasize the discrepancy which the doctor now has to deal with. His wife has to face this daily incongruity more acutely than he does. So do the children. The tension this dilemma produces has risen rapidly over the last few years as the value of money has declined in most poor countries. Being true to the principles which dictated his choice of career now proves very difficult.
The choices are stark and Dr Lydgate's decline sounds a warning. To maintain his family's standard of living the doctor must go into or stay in ever-mounting debt, commence a whirl of after-hours moonlighting work or steal time from his employers to do private practice, go into full-time private practice, emigrate or choose another career; all options he would rather not have to choose. In one of his morose moods Dr Lydgate suggested taking up gambling .
If this doctor does not want to risk the spiritual conflict and ruin Dr Lydgate suffered, a continuous drop in lifestyle and a changed set of friends and social milieu must be faced. Not many graduates of medical schools have the background and training to accept this.
Are there any solutions? The choice is either, by selection of students and curricular changes, to produce a new kind of doctor with radically different expectations, or to devise incentives to keep these valuable, conscientious professionals where they, in their hearts, wish to be. The first option begs the question of whether one can have firstrate expertise with second-rate wages. The second is unattainable without international agreements and systems of support for health services and universities in poorer countries. No solution to the problem of good doctors leaving state and academic employment in poorer countries will be found if the contribution of lifestyle to their decision is not squarely faced by national and international health authorities. REFERENCE 1 Eliot G. Middlemarch. Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1965 
